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Basic Supplies:
Scor-Pal®
Scor-Tape™

1-3/8” Circle Punch (SU!)
Cutting Mat
Hobby Blade
Ruler
Scissors
Acetate (also called transparency or window sheets)
Additional Supplies:
Paper Crimper (Fiskars), Heart Whale of a Punch (EK Success), Word Window Punch
(SU!), 3/16” Corner Rounder (SU!), Distressing Tool (SU!), Wheel Handle (SU!), Color
Spritzer Tool, Signo Uni-ball White Gel Pen, Pink Gingham (SU!), Pretty in Pink
Buttons (SU!), Valentine’s Candy (M&Ms)
Stamps: (all SU!) Unfrogettable, Loads of Love, Love Wheel
Ink: Black Staz On, Regal Rose Classic Ink Pad (SU!), Brocade Blue Cartridge (SU!),
Garden Green & Regal Rose Markers (SU!)
Card Stock (all SU!): Blue Bayou, Soft Sky, Regal Rose, Wild Wasabi

Instructions (for square box*):
Step 1:
Cut cardstock 4” x 9 1/2”
Step 2:
With the 4” length along the top of the Scor-Pal, score at 1” and at 3”.
Step 3:
Turn the card stock so that the 9-1/2” length is at the top of the Scor-Pal, score at 1”,
3”, 4” and 6”.

Step 4:
Keeping the 9 1/2” length along the top of the Scor-Pal, shift the card stock to the
15/16” mark (between the 7/8” and 1” mark) and score at 8” and 10”

Your card stock should now look like the image shown (Note: score marks have been

enhanced for visibility). Please keep your card stock orientated this way, as all of the
following steps keep the same orientation.
Step 5:
Cutting lines are shown in black solid lines. The corners will fall away. Angle cut
the four tabs as illustrated. Create a centered, 3/4” tab on the right side of your
cardstock. Create a centered, 3/4” tab on the right side of your card stock.
Step 6: Cut a centered 1” slot (enhanced for
visibility) with a hobby blade. One pass with the
hobby blade is enough; the slot needs to be
narrow.

Step 7:
Make a mark in the center of the 2” square section.
Use this to center the 1 3/8” punch.

Step 8:
Wheel Card stock with the Love Wheel and
Brocade Blue Cartridge

Step 9:
Apply Scor-Tape™ around opening. Cut a piece of
acetate a little less than 2” square. Remove covering of
tape, stick acetate in place.

Step 10:
Use a stamping wheel to create a design on the box.
Remember you are wheeling the side that has the
indentations ( the score lines) on it.

Step 11:
Apply Scor-Tape™ to the front side of the box on the
four tabs.

Step 12: Remove the covering from the adhesive
and assemble the bottom of the box. Bend the card stock inwards along score lines. Tuck in
the circular window piece. Close the lid of the box by slipping the tab into the slot. Embellish
as you wish.

*Variation (Rectangular Box)
For a rectangular box, start with a piece of 5” x 9 1/2” card
stock. In Step One, score at 1” and 4” instead of the other
measurements given. All the other steps are basically the
same with some minor adjustments for the window and front
tab.

